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THE MASQUERADE: HOMELESS: PIPELINES OF BLOOD - The Boring

Elections time will come again and this is the same old lie. Let TV show us ... Politic's now a competition, no more governing ... We're forced to eat and drink these words but we still hungry for the truth. We don't want ... not born to lose. Yeah it's ... 
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THE MASQUERADE: Elections time will come again and this is the same old lie. Let TV show us who’ll be our heroes this time. Different faces but only one voice preaching a fucking false truth. Politic’s now a competition, no more governing nations. Deaf’s speech, and blind visions of what our country needs. Bored to see, hear and read, who is wrong, who is right. We’re forced to eat and drink these words but we still hungry for the truth. We don’t want medias to choose for us what’s right. Every few years, it’s the same masquerade; choose for who we’ll be the slaves. Where’s the freedom that they promise, when we’re just slave of media’s choice.



HOMELESS: Homeless men, down-and-out, trying to escape from this hell they did not choose. They’re younger and younger. No one ever cared, till someone get them tents, visible so bothering Visibility is scaring. Another life, another dream. Live decently. Those bothering tents are a big hope. It’s a bit of what they’re waiting for. Those little tents are a big home.



PIPELINES OF BLOOD: Months of war, for how many scars? Thousands of innocents are dead. Destroyed cities, devastated country, to catch a minority. A minority is not a country. This minority doesn’t lead that country. It makes a difference, this is the difference. A difference that they don’t get. Religious wars makes bleed our hearts. How humanity comes to this? For freedom and oil, but this oil is blood. How much one life cost for your car?



MORE WORDS, MORE ACTIONS: Don't wait 'till things change. It never happen by itself. This is not fair and it will never be. But fighting is the only way to live free. We'll only have what we'll take beacause modern life alienate us. Battery for their device we refuse this, let's fight against it. It's in our hands. It's your hands. It's not alright to be used, it's not alright to be one of them. So raise your voice and raise your fists, let them know we'll never give up. In unity we'll find the strength, to choose what future we want for ouselves. It's in our hands to choose, cause we're not born to lose. Yeah it's our hands to choose, we don't want to lose.



CRITIC: They lie to us when they promise we'll be equal. In the name of greed and power, we have been sacrificed. Still the same old fight between the ones who leads and those who're told to follow. Our hands've been tight by division and social prisons.Our brains've been scared by this puppet culture they force us to buy. Oh yeah ur hands've been tight by division and social prisons, our brains've been scared by this puppet culture they force us to buy. What we want is equality, equality that they promised. Liberate your minds. Rise up. Go away from the lies. Rise up. Refuse what you've been told. Rise up. Question what you've been shown. Rise up. Screw up their division. Rise up. Resist the oppression. Rise up. Refuse what you've been told. Rise up. Question what you've been shown. Rise up.



UNITY: I believe that there is somethnig more than just you or just me. I think there’s us, and what we can be together. Think of all we can accomplish trough unity. Sing along and let it go, forget the ego, you’re not in this alone, we’ll carry on. What we say is hope is still alive in our hearts, we won’t bleed alone anymore, no more. We believe that there is somethnig more than just you or just us.



FEBRUARY 28th: If you didn't want us to play at your party, just say it, say it to us. But give the fuck off me when we're playing let us play fucking bastard. Cause if there is something you'd like to say, just say it! Say it to us with your own mouth, you know your mouth? With wich you say to everyone, things you fucking should say to us. Hypocrisy tonight has taken control on a lot of people. So much lies for what? A shitting show and craps! Why didn't you take your drumkit with you, why should we borrow ours? Didn't you know that we hate you, didn't you know that you hate us? Cause if there is something you'd like to say, just say it! Say it to us with your own mouth, you know your mouth? With wich you say to everyone, things you fucking should say to us. Fed up with lies. Fed up with hypocrites. You're just shit, you fucking hypocrite.
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